Engineers cream Roger Williams

by Bob Host

The MIT football club assured itself of a winning season this year with an overwhelming 42-7 victory over Roger Williams (RW) College Saturday at Macdonald Stadium.

MIT dominated the game throughout, striking first on the game’s opening series, with Jeff Olson ’81 carrying the ball in from the RW 4-yard line. The conversions attempts by Willis Schwartz ’82 were good, putting the Engineers ahead 7-0, a lead that was never threatened.

Taking over after a Roger Williams punt was the MIT 15-quarterback Barry Jordan brought the team upfield, connecting on a 59-yard pass to Stu McKinnon ’81 to give the Engineers a 13-0 lead, with Schwartz failing to connect on the extra point. The Engineers struck again in the second quarter, with Dan Perry scoring on a 3-yard run. Craig Romness ’81 added the two-point conversion, and MIT led 21-0.

After a touchback on the ensuing kickoff, RW could not move the ball and was forced to punt. A clipping penalty put the ball on the MIT 16, and after three plays, Jay Napoleon ’81, taking over for Jordan, threw the ball into the hands of John Helenek of the Crusaders, who returned the interception 24 yards for Roger Williams’ only touchdown of the game. Mark Patterson’s extra point made the score 21-7.

A three-yard run by Fred Allen with slightly less than four minutes left in the half gave MIT a 28-7 advantage. RW came back to threaten just before the half, but an MIT interception in the end zone with just 11 seconds left killed the scoring drive.

In the second half, a Roger Williams field goal attempt was blocked by Kyle McKinney ’83. An interception of a Jordan pass gave the ball to RW, but after MIT regained possession, Jordan kept for a two-yard touchdown. The kick by Schwartz put MIT ahead 35-7. MIT’s final points were put on the board by Napoleon, who ran in from the three, with Schwartz splitting the uprights to bring the score to 42-7.

MIT’s next game is Saturday at home vs. Siena, a team that lost to Wilklians by a 21-7 score last year. The contest was MIT’s opening game. 2-0, and gave the Engineers a 7-0 lead.

Soccer — Friday’s 2-0 victory over Tufts was the team’s third win in its last four games, and gave the Engineers one more win than they had all of last year. The contest was predominantly MIT’s, as the Crusaders did not really test Bob Schaefer ’83 until late in the game. Guillermo Abaudio ’82 scored an assist from Chuck Donovan ’81 late in the game with Jay Walsh heading it in from John Kudlow. RW came back to make the score 2-1.

Field Hockey — It was a tough weekend for field hockey as it dropped a pair of 1-0 losses to WPI on Friday, and to Tufts at the MAIAA tournament at Westfield State Saturday. The team is now at 7-4-1, closes the season at home with Endicott Thursday at 3:30 pm.

Cross Country — Tech runners split a dual meet with Williams and Tufts on Saturday at Williams. MIT defeated the Jumbos 19-38 but lost to Williams by a 21-15 count.

Volleyball — This weekend’s action saw MIT at the University of New Hampshire invitational in Durham. Tech spikers defeated Maine-PI in its opening match 2-0, but lost in the semi-final match to Maine-Orono by the same 2-0 count.

These are exciting, fast-moving times for Sohio. And for talented, ambitious individuals who will join us.

We occupy a unique position among American oil companies. Our 4 billion barrels of Alaskan crude oil reserves constitute the nation’s largest domestic petroleum reserves. We’re the only major oil company completely independent of foreign supplies! All of which points to unusual financial strength and stability—and growth opportunities.

Annual sales of over $8 billion place us in the top 40 of Fortune magazine’s 500 largest corporations, and we’re 18th in total assets.

We have launched aggressive, far-reaching expansion programs, financed by revenues from our Alaskan oil. The programs include:

- Exploration and development of new North Slope oil and gas fields, as well as on-shore and off-shore sites in the lower States.
- Increased R&D in alternate energy resources, including synthetic fuels.
- Continued participation in the development of our nation’s coal and uranium reserves.
- Continued development of oil shale and coal gasification technology.
- Participation in the proposed Alaskan natural gas pipeline.
- Expansion of our existing strengths in industrial and agricultural chemicals.
- Immediate opportunities for career growth individuals.

Never before in our company’s 110-year history have we been able to offer so many diverse opportunities.

Our top management is visionary; our salaries and benefits rank among our major oil company completely independent of foreign supply companies! All of which points to unusual financial strength and stability—and growth opportunities.

We’re also proud of our record in areas of equal opportunity, affirmative action and civic involvement. If your career interests lie in one of the areas listed below, remember: Sohio can help you move faster and farther.

Accounting - Math - Physics - Computer Science
BS/MS/PhD Candidates
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Contact your local Placement Office for further information. Or you may forward your resume to:

College Recruiter
THE STANDARD OIL CO. (OHIO)
SOHIO PETROLEUM COMPANY
SOHIO ALASKA PETROLEUM CO.
100 Pine Street, Suite 2075
San Francisco, CA 94111